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1. Journey - Begin. Start on your way to something new. Seek out new places, ideas or relationships. Look to the future.
2. Past - Remember. Remember where you came from. Look to the past and build on what you know.
3. Present - Be mindful. Focus on the now. Find your inner calm.
4. Future - Look ahead. Keep your mind on what is to come, and anticipate the unexpected.
5. Guide - Find help. It’s best to take advice from experience, especially on dark or troubled seas. Seek knowledgeable help.
6. Familiar - Be with family. Family comes together from different roots to form a stronger bond. Learn about where you come from to know where you are going.
7. Unknown - Observe your surroundings. There may be new and unfamiliar situations. Look around at where you are now and be open to new things.
8. Forest - Go outside. Look to the natural world for inspiration.
9. Swamp - Look for beauty. There is often beauty in unexpected places if you are open to the experience.
10. Valley - Keep going. Know that feelings, like the coming storm, are temporary. Put your head down and keep moving forward.
11. Lake - Be still. Sometimes it's ok to let go and drift on the calm waters. Recharge and don't worry about what comes next.
12. Canyon - Look at the big picture. Slow down and stop to get a better view. The way ahead may seem impossible, but you need to know where you are before
you can move forward.
13. Mountain - Be patient. Mountains have stood over many eons witnessing every change of seasons and time. Be patient, as change will happen eventually.
14. Desert - Be resourceful. Take stock of what is available and make use of what you have. By working with what you have and where you are, you are able to be
creative and grow.
15. Crossroads - Trust your intuition. Rely on your instincts, but don't wait too long! You need to decide which way to go.
16. Sea - Express your feelings. Share your feelings and thoughts with those around you. Now is not the time to hold back.
17. Shore - Be ready for change. Things will change and nothing lasts forever. Focus on what you can do now and let go of the things that won't last.
18. Island - Reach out if you are lonely. You can reconnect with others or remain solitary. It’s your choice. You always have the to option to find help or a friend.
19. Home - Seek comfort. Find the place where you feel safe, secure and cared for. Do what makes you feel good.
20. Cave - Prepare. As you make your way deeper you may find hints of what was and what may be. Be ready for what may come.
21. Library - Read. Be open to learning, research and revelation. There is much to know if you apply yourself to finding the answers.
22. Earth - Act now. Go forward while there is time, because the weather may change soon and there may not be a better time to emerge.
23. Fire - Let it go. The energy at hand could easily get out of control and turn into misunderstanding. Like the smoke, let misconceptions and volatile ideas dissipate.
24. Rain - Find shelter. Sudden events can be overwhelming without a safe place to hide. Surround yourself with people who can offer help or assistance.
25. Wind - Hold on. Focus on the task at hand and keep doing what you are doing. It may be difficult at first, but persistence will reward you.
26. Stone - Find your balance. Find your balance and be grounded. The landscape around you may change, but you should keep standing.
27. Fog - Wait for clarity. Answers may not reveal themselves right away. If things aren't clear or easy to read, just be patient and see what happens next.
28. Shadow - Say nothing. Keep your secrets and don't show your true self just yet. Things are changing rapidly and the outcome is unclear.
29. Cloud - Relax. Like the clouds whose shapes shift and change with every wind, it's best to accept that change is inevitable. You needn’t be stressed over new
things.
30. Storm - Expect a change. Things are moving quickly which you may not immediately observe. Be prepared to hunker down and weather the unknown.
31. Horizon - Look to the distance. Take a trip, focus on what is to come. Be forward thinking in your approach.
32. Tree - Be open to ideas. Be open to learning and the wisdom of the ages. Be hungry for new thoughts and ideas and think about the world around you.
33. Fawn - Rest. Take time to rest and recharge. Step back and let others do the work. Take care of yourself so you can face the world again.
34. Gears - Fix the essentials. Find out what isn't working and strive to make it better. Sometimes you have to address the little things to make something bigger
work.
35. Gold - Be grateful. Appreciate the good things and good fortune that comes your way in life, and reward those who help you along the way.
36. Gravity - Look to the Universe. Weigh ideas and problems to try and find their true nature. Observe how things naturally work and let that guide you in your
actions.
37. Sapling - Begin at the beginning. Look at the world with a new, fresh perspective. Try to approach problems in a simple, unfettered way.
38. Play - Have fun. Express yourself by doing something fun. Enjoy the moment!
39. Work - Make an effort. Stay focused on the tasks at hand and continue to work hard. Your endeavors will pay off and reward you in time.
40. Wisdom - Think. Secrets of the universe can approached with observation and contemplation. Seek out and learn from those who know more.
41. Luck - Take a chance. Let the randomness of the universe offer help. Win or lose, an answer will present itself.
42. Reason - Question everything. Use logic and facts to make up your mind. Don't rely on feelings to make your decision, be pragmatic in your approach.
43. Deception - Move on. Don't trust what you can't see. It's best to walk away and not play the game. Move on to more honest endeavors.
44. Truth - Be honest. We may not expect or want to see what is really growing around us. The truth will often find its way into the light where it can't be ignored.
45. Nova - Be humble. Be grateful for the attention you receive, as it may be insincere or fleeting.
46. Solitary - Look within. Focus on what is important to you. Get away from distractions and the crowd and make up your own mind.
47. Crowd - Stay together. Join with the group and go with the flow. Enjoy the company of others while you are growing.
48. Day - Welcome the new. Approach each new moment with generosity and an open mind. See what the day brings. The light of a new day can be revealing.
49. Night - Sleep on it. It can be hard to see the answers when it's late or you feel overwhelmed. It's best to let go of the events of the day and wait for a new day to
illuminate the situation.
50. Dream - Be creative. Focus on your emotions and let your imagination run wild. Dream up new things and express your creativity.
51. Chaos - Focus on the details. Random and discordant ideas and facts can be overwhelming. None of the pieces may make sense or seem to fit. It's only by
putting them together can they begin to make sense.
52. Wild - Draw another card. The answers are not always obvious and you may need to seek more information.

